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Tame your
home loan

with a Platinum
Member special
NO PACKAGE FEE
Saving you $420

Lock in our lowest ever 3 Year Fixed Rate,
it’s easy to apply and you could save thousands!
Call 8928 9500, visit our Palmerston branch
at Gateway Shopping Centre, or apply online
at policecu.com.au
Police Credit Union Ltd (PCU) ABN 30 087 651 205 AFSL/Australian Credit Licence 238991. Maximum Loan to Valuation Ratio is 80%. Owner Occupied and New lending only with a minimum amount of $150,000. Excludes Business
Banking &/or Commercial loans and loans to a Trust or Self Managed Super Fund. Terms, conditions, fees, charges and lending criteria apply. Interest Rate reverts to the Discount Variable Rate after the fixed rate period. Full details
upon request. *This rate includes a 0.10% discount off the regular rate – No further discounts apply. Interest rates current as at 14/09/2020 and subject to change. Comparison rate is based on a secured $150,000 loan over 25 years.
WARNING: This comparison rate is true only for the examples given and may not include all fees and charges. Different terms, fees and other loan amount might result in different comparison rate. PCU reserves the right to withdraw
or amend product features at any time. Please consider if the product is right for you.
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SEVEN REASONS WHY YOU’RE
BETTER OFF WITH PLATINUM
At the start of this year, Police Credit Union turned the big
5-0, which gave us a big reason to celebrate!
And what better way to celebrate than to give even more back to you, our core bond. Whether it’s through providing exclusive
benefits and discounts on our products or giving you donuts as a thank you for all that you do, we want to show you that we recognise
your support and, having been for the police from day one, you continue to be our driving force to keep on giving back.
Check out the seven reasons you will love our Platinum Membership even more…

Rebate

Giving back

Get more with your rebate. Platinum
Members will receive a transaction fee
rebate of $30 per month. That’s a saving
of $360 in fees per year, regardless of the
products held. Plus, you won’t pay the
$10 card issue fee for the MyLimit Visa
Prepaid card which allows you to access
unlimited fee free Visa transactions.

We like to find different ways to give
back, especially during these difficult
times with the COVID-19 pandemic.

No package fees on loans

Supporting the NTPA

This is here to stay! That’s $0 package
fees on home, investment, car or personal
loans! And with no monthly or annual
fees, that just means more money in your
pocket over the life of your loan.
Discounts on rates
Did you know that you also get a further
discount on our home loan, car loan
and personal loan interest rates?
Get a 0.10% discount off home loan
interest rates1 and a 0.25% discount off
car and personal loan interest rates.
Our rates are already bank beating and
these additional discounts represent
big savings. If you’re unhappy with your
current loan or lease, let us know - we
can help you make the easy switch.
Better term deposit rates
Earn an additional 0.10% on our
standard term deposit rates2! Just
another win for your bank account.

Whether that be with delicious donuts or
cookies, or even Nespresso coffee machines
for police social clubs, we hope these
gestures give you that welcome break from
your work and put a smile on your face.

Dave the legend
Have you had the pleasure of meeting
Dave Hair? He’s the true blue, Aussie
(who is actually from New Zealand)
looking after all our Platinum Members
in the beautiful Top End.
As a part of the Platinum Membership,
you get access to Dave to help you with
your financial needs! He’s there if you want
to talk through anything from refinancing
your home loan, to organising payroll
splits, or opening up a term deposit.
He has even been known to drive a ten
hour round trip to a police officer at a
rural station who needed to finalise their
paperwork for a loan. Now that’s service!

We are longtime supporters of the
Northern Territory Police Association and
we will remain committed to that support
well into the future. This means you’ll
find us at the annual NTPA Conferences,
featured in their journal, across their
website and social media. It’s just another
way that we stay connected to you!
If you want to experience the FREE benefits
of our Platinum Membership, you know
who to call. That’s right, our Relationship
Manager, Dave Hair will be happy to talk
you through your banking needs. Call him
on 0458 083 270 to find out more. Plus, if
you are in the Palmerston area, you can visit
the team at Gateway Shopping Centre.

Not one to shy away from having a laugh,
he has been caught going camel back to a
visit, is the first to jump in and help out the
Police Rugby Team when they need a spot
filled, and loves to strike a pose for a photo!

WE’RE HERE TO HELP
If you are unsure about the costs associated with a loan, always make sure to ask.
For more information on our loans or assistance with applying for a loan, call our Palmerston branch on
8928 9500 or speak to our Platinum Relationship Manager, David Hair on 0458 083 270.
Police Credit Union Ltd ABN 30 087 651 205 AFSL/Australian Credit Licence 238991.
Terms, conditions, fees, charges, lending and membership criteria apply. Full details upon request. All information correct as at 04/09/2020 and subject to change. Police Credit Union reserves the
right to withdraw or amend product features at any time. 1 Excludes Business Banking &/or Commercial Loans and loans to a Trust or Self-Managed Super Fund. 2 Does not apply to special offers.
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publication are subject to copyright and
may not be reproduced except with the
consent of the owner of the copyright.
ADVERTISING
Advertising in this journal are solicited
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on the understanding that no special
considerations other than those normally
accepted in respect of commercial
dealings, will be given to any advertiser.
For enquiries regarding advertising in this
magazine, please contact Communications
Officer kyrrie.blenkinsop@ntpa.com.au
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NO TIME
TO
WASTE
The Northern Territory
government election is over. It
is now time for action. It was
clear in the lead up to the
election, support from all sides of
politics toward police is strong.

So how does that support
transfer to tangible
outcomes for police?
The Northern Territory Police
Association (NTPA) provided
a pre-election submission,
based on member feedback,
to all parties prior to the
election. Included in the key
outcomes for members were:
• Stronger penalties for
assaults on police
• Additional funding for
support and wellbeing of
police and their families
• Remote policing – staffing
and infrastructure
• Overhaul of the archaic
discipline system
As we welcome back Minister
Nicole Mansion to the portfolio,
early discussions following the
election focused on these key
areas. We also welcome back
Leader of the Opposition Lia
Finocchiaro to the Shadow
portfolio, as bipartisan support
will be crucial to achieving
these key deliverables.

Paul McCue
President

COVID-19

Health and Wellbeing

Coronavirus (COVID-19)
response requirements continue
to keep our police at Border
Control Points and quarantine
facilities as has been the case
since March of this year.

Increased complaints to our
office on fatigue levels and
the general wellbeing of our
members confirms what I have
highlighted to the Minister
and the Commissioner.

Members have endured trying
conditions, long hours, time
away from their families and
challenging weather since the
response kicked off. Recently,
a severe weather event at
the Barkly highway control
point demonstrated the lack
of appropriate infrastructure
currently in place, and urgent
action is required to construct
permanent shade and
accommodation structures
fit for purpose to maintain
what will be an ongoing
policing requirement.
As we enter the hot summer
months, and the challenging
wet season conditions for
the Top End, delays due to
red tape must be avoided.

With many officers having
already cancelled or postponed
recreation leave, a plan is
urgently required to allow
members some respite, and
to look at how leave will be
acquitted, including many
officers who will be accruing
large amounts of leave.

The management and taking
of leave is crucial to the
health, safety and wellbeing of
members, and the onus is on the
department to ensure sufficient
staffing exists for this to occur.
Finally, we will continue to
visit as many remote and
regional locations as possible
to get your feedback face
to face. This is crucial in our
discussions with government
and the Commissioner so
please don’t hesitate to email
us at memberservices@ntpa.
com.au with your feedback.

With many officers having already
cancelled or postponed recreation leave,
a plan is urgently required to allow
members some respite, and to look at
how leave will be acquitted, including
many officers who will be accruing large
amounts of leave.
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SFO REPORT

SOUTHERN FIELD
OFFICER’S REPORT
I thought it relevant to kick this article off with a
200-year-old quote from someone who is arguably
considered to be the father of modern policing.

The police are
the public and
the public are the
police; the police
being the only
members of the
public who are
paid to give full
time attention
to duties which
are incumbent
on every citizen
in the interests of
community welfare
and existence.
Robert Peel

Hats off to our Vice
President Chris Wilson and
Treasurer Crispin Gargan
on being appointed Life
Members. Thank you for
your extraordinary grit and
determination you have put
in over many years. You are
both true examples of “service
above self”. For years you
have set aside your personal
needs and interest and
focused on compassion and
support to others. Selflessness
without expectation is what
you both do every day and
is what it means to truly
serve our membership.
Well 2020 is racing along, it is
hard to believe we are now
into October. There are so
many noteworthy happenings
that I found it difficult to
choose anything specific to
write about. Therefore, I’m just
going to jot down whatever
pops in my head and with any
luck at the end it will come
out politically correct and an
unbiased balance between the
good the bad and the ugly.

It is known that our members
are working long hours in harsh
conditions away from home
and their loved ones. They are
being hard-pressed to their
limit, morale is fading, anxiety
levels are rising, and the stresses
of the job are ever-increasing.
The progressive ramification
of COVID and Yuendumu
alone continue to be an epic
challenge. Amidst this current
pandemic unforeseen hardships
have impacted our membership.
Resources from the ongoing
reduction or cessation of
non-frontline activities is being
redirected to the frontline,
12-hour rosters implemented,
members working out of scope,
recreation and long service
leave capped. Our members are
conducting COVID preventative
measures, border controls,
mandatory quarantine and
compliance activities as well as
preserving police core functions.
All this whilst remote resourcing
still continues to thwart the
collective focus of the hierarchy.
NTPA staff are responding to a
significant increase in industrial
and welfare matters and most
concerning unprecedented,
copious internal disciplinary
support issues. As always,
I am happy to assist and
offer advice. It is also highly
recommended that members
in the first instance, go through
the chain of command to
afford them the opportunity to
correct or answer your issue, if
appropriate to do so. If there
is a problem, management
must be made aware and be
granted the opportunity to act
before it is progressed further
however I am always available
to assist in the process.
In February Strategy 2023 was
replaced with Project 2030- ‘Back
to Basics’ aligning with Project

2030 vison of ‘a safe and resilient
Northern Territory’. There is a
lot going on behind the scenes,
including; implementation
of Police Organisation
Restructure, Remote Policing
Steering Committee, Review
of Rank Qualification and
Development pathway as
well as the 14B process being
reinvigorated. There has also
been an immediate ramping
up of recruitment which in
turn has increased demand for
police housing and on training
resources and instructors.
To say that these have and
continue to be difficult days
would be an understatement
but hopefully we are on the
right path to resolving a number
of long-standing issues.
On the 6 February 2020,
COVID 19 was declared as a
notifiable disease. On the 11th
of March the World Health
Organisation (W.H.O) declared
it to be a global pandemic. On
the 18th of March, the Northern
Territory Minister for Health the
Hon Natasha Fyles, declared
an Emergency Declaration.
A Public Health Emergency
Declaration gives the NT Chief
Health Officer (CHO) Dr Hugh
Heggie, broad powers to act
and give direction considered
necessary to alleviate the public
health risks posed by COVID-19.
Under an Emergency Health
Declaration, the CHO can
appoint and grant certain powers
to an authorised officer. Police
officers who are Authorised
Officers must assist in exercising
the Public Health Emergency
Powers for compliance with any
directions made by the Chief
Health Officer in relation to
the Public Health Emergency.
As of the 7th of September,
globally there have been 27

Peter Stowers
Southern Field Officer

Million confirmed cases of
COVID 19, 881,000 deaths,
753 in Australia. To combat the
projected consequences of
COVID-19 a brutal operational
response requirement has
been placed on an already
under resourced police force.
It is now obvious that COVID is
going to be around for a while
and that long-term strategies
need to be implemented and
done so in accordance with
our industrial agreements
especially in regard to
any significant change.
Compared to other interstate
and international jurisdictions
the Northern Territory has
fared pretty well. So far, we
have managed to dodge
the bullet and avoided the
ramifications of a stage four
lock down. Elsewhere officers
are not only dealing with
mass COVID fatalities and
COVID enforcement duties
but also public unrest and
violent back lash and protests
from video footage posted
on social media, all this as
staffing shortages worsen
with infected officers being
hospitalised or in quarantine.
A problem shared is a problem
halved. Whilst the majority of
our members comprehend the
gravity of not only COVID but
also Remote Vacancies and are
going above and beyond, it is
imperative the load is shared
across all ranks to assist the
already stretched frontline. As
members now experience forced
deployment to borders and
remote stations, it is important
members remember we are
here for advice and assistance
as each matter is considered
on a case by case basis.
peter.stowers@ntpa.com.au
0488 992 886
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NORTHERN FIELD
OFFICER’S REPORT
As we know, COVID-19 completely changed the
landscape of travel. Whether that be across the world,
across the country or across the Territory.
Still, with that uncertainty in
mind, a small group of riders
were still considering the trek
south for the annual Wall to
Wall Ride for Remembrance.
The planned route would
have taken riders down
through Central Australia, on
to South Australia and across
to Canberra via the Great
Ocean road; awesome riding!
Then the COVID beast struck
again. First Melbourne, then
the greater Melbourne area,
regional Victoria, Sydney and
parts of New South Wales.
Routes were changed and
the ride re-routed through
Queensland and rural NSW to
Canberra for the ceremony.
Unfortunately, the beast
continued to grow, Queensland
shut its borders to NSW,
Victoria was shut to the rest of
Australia, and WA went into
complete lock down. Wall to
Wall had to be cancelled.
The Wall to Wall national
committee met and a new
plan was made, the Wall to
Wall batons from each state or
Territory would be taken to a
border and passed across, so
that all the Batons could make

the service that would be held
under the ACT’s COVID rules
– a gathering of 100 people
max (a far cry for the 5,000
or so of previous years).
So arrangements were made
for the Northern Territory
Police Commissioner’s Baton to
leave Darwin and do a tour of
some of the remote locations
of the Top End, down to Alice
Springs and Kulgera with a hand
over to South Australian Police
in Marla, yes South Australia
was still open to the NT.
I meet with Commissioner
Chalker on 19 August to collect
the Baton from his office and on
Monday 24 August I headed
out. I was accompanied Dave
Hair from Police Credit Union
for this trip, and a whole
heap of Coffee Machines that
Police Credit Union donated
to every station (by the time
of print I am hoping that
Dave and I have completed
delivery to every station).
A trip included visits to; Humpty
Doo, Jabiru, Gunbalanya,
Maningrida, Ramingining,
Nhulunbuy, Gapuwiyak,
Maranboy, Mataranka, Minyerri,
Ngukurr, Numbulwar, Elliott,

Tenant Creek, Ali Curung, Alice
Springs and Kulgera. I am of
the belief that this is the first
time the Commissioners Baton
has done a tour of this nature.
During my tour with the Baton I
was able to speak with members
about fatigue, isolation, holiday
cuts, rostering and resourcing.
The Commissioner’s Baton
for every State and Territory
were made by Retired NSW
Superintendent Stanley Single,
and housed within them on a
scroll is the name of every fallen
Police Office of that State or
Territory that has been killed
in the line of duty. As we are
all aware 2020 was a year that
the Policing Community of
Australia lost four members,
these names all added to
the scroll of the Victorian
Baton which made the need
to achieve delivery of every
Baton even more important.
On Saturday 29, I handed the
Baton over to Detective Senior
Sergeant 1st Class Peter Hore
in Marla. The following week
our NT Baton was joined by
the Western Australian Baton
and the South Australian Baton,
where a lone rider made the
pilgrimage to Canberra with

Steven Langdon
Northern Field Officer

the three batons, for delivery
to the National Police Memorial
Wall. I am hoping that 2021 will
see the return of the Wall to
Wall Ride with open borders.
However, if this is not the
case another trip through our
homeland will take place.
As we head to towards the
Christmas period, there
appears to be little respite
from what 2020 has delivered
to Policing the Northern
Territory throughout the year.
Finally, Government has seen
that the numbers that the
Northern Territory Police have
deployable are nowhere near
the number required in times of
demand – COVID has proven
this. Yet with the pressures
of – Border Control Points,
Howard Springs COVID centre,
Airport Control, Operation
Crown along with all our normal
aspects of Policing, you, our
members on the ground have
held it together by continually
taking on the challenge.
Thank you to all members
for protecting the Northern
Territory community.
steven.langdon@ntpa.com.
au or phone 0428 881 652.

So arrangements were made for the
Northern Territory Police Commissioner’s
Baton to leave Darwin and do a tour of some
of the remote locations of the Top End, down
to Alice Springs and Kulgera with a hand
over to South Australian Police in Marla, yes
South Australia was still open to the NT.
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COMMUNICATIONS

Kyrrie Blenkinsop
Communications Officer

We look forward to working with the
Minister on addressing the key policing
priorities identified by our membership
in the lead up to the NT General Election,
including remote policing, assaults on
police, mental health and wellbeing
support services, and changes to the
archaic internal discipline system.

TIME FOR ACTION ON
POLICE PRIORITIES
Recently, NT Labor was returned to power following the
nation’s first Coronavirus election. This was a political test like
no other. Originally focused on crime, jobs and the economy,
the August 22 poll was hijacked by the COVID-19 response,
which Labor leader Michael Gunner seized on with gusto.
Arguably, there was barely
a traditional election
campaign from Labor.
Police Minister Nicole
Manison quietly released
the party’s key policies on
crime and community safety
early on a Saturday morning
– a notorious lull in the new
cycle – without so much as
a brief media conference.
This was an unusual strategy,
but given the ultimate
outcome of the election, didn’t
harm Manison, or Labor’s
re-election campaign.
On the 7th of September,
Chief Minister Michael Gunner
outlined his new cabinet, with
The Hon. Nicole Manison
retaining the Police Portfolio.

The NTPA welcomes this move,
having enjoyed an open and
productive relationship with
Minister Manison since she took
over as Minister for Police, Fire
and Emergency Services from
the Chief Minister in June 2018.
We look forward to working
with the Minister on addressing
the key policing priorities
identified by our membership
in the lead up to the NT
General Election, including
remote policing, assaults on
police, mental health and
wellbeing support services,
and changes to the archaic
internal discipline system.
The following commitments
were made by Minister Manison
on August 19, 2020, in a formal

response to the NTPA’s 2020
pre-election submission.
1a) Mandatory minimum
sentencing for 189A
Assaults on police or
emergency workers.
The Northern Territory
Government has commissioned
the Law Reform Committee
to undertake a broad review
of sentencing in the Northern
Territory, including for assaults
on police and emergency
workers. We will consider their
recommendations to reform
this area of the justice system.
1 b) Attempting to take, or
actually taking an officer's
gun, taser, baton, OC spray
or other accoutrement to be
made an indictable offence.

The Government supports
this request and it has been
included in the youth justice
and community safety
announcement of 20 June 2020.
1 c) Amendments to the
Victims of Crime Assistance
Act to allow police officers
and other public sector
employees, exposed to the
risk of criminal assault, access
to compensation for pain and
suffering over and above the
protections afforded under
the Return to Work Act.
This issue has come up as
part of consultations on the
Victims of Crime legislation,
not only for police officers
but for other frontline service
providers. I am advised that
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this will be considered in further
detail as part of proposed
future changes to the Act.
2a) Housing entitlement
discussions remain separate
from regular Consent
Agreement negotiations.
We support this request.
2b) The position remains
that the current Housing
scheme will not be altered in
any way without a full vote
of the NTPA membership.
If any changes were to be
explored, it would be done
in full consultation with the
NTPA membership.
3a) An urgent review into
the wellbeing and support
service arm of NT Police,
Fire and Emergency Services
is undertaken, including
a survey of all officers.
3b) Funding will be
committed to boosting
wellbeing and support
services in both Darwin and
Alice Springs, including
contemporary practice
for remote members.
3c) Funding to be committed
for a separate safe place
(outside of PFES properties)
in both Darwin and Alice
Springs for members to
obtain wellbeing services.
3d) Funding to be provided
for a full-time psychologist
to be based in Alice Springs
and service Central Australia.
The Northern Territory
Labor Government supports
undertaking an independent
review of wellbeing and support
services within NTPFES to ensure

POLICENEWS

the resources are appropriate
and meet the needs of our police.
A review will include assessing
existing services in Darwin and
Alice Springs, their accessibility
and suitability of location, and
whether further resources and
funding support is required.

review of Part IV of the Police
Administration Act that is
thorough, transparent and
consultative. We support
contemporising the Act
and introducing legislative
changes to improve these
difficult processes.

4a)The next Government
will urgently introduce full
presumptive legislation for
police officers for PTSD.

6a) The next government
will commit to a consistent
and sustained recruitment
program: with a dedicated
number of squads going
through the Police College
at the same time each year.

The Government is extremely
pleased to advise that full
presumptive legislation has
already been delivered. Our
legislation includes for PTSD
developed over time as well as
in response to a specific incident.
It was a key element of the
changes to the Return to Work
Act that was passed in the June
2020 sittings of Parliament. It will
include all police and emergency
workers and has already taken
effect from 29 July 2020.
5a) The next government,
along with the Commissioner
of Police will commence
the process for establishing
an independent review of
the disciplinary processes
under the PAA.
5b) This review will be
a priority of the next
government and will proceed
in a timely manner.
5c) The Association
will be thoroughly
consulted throughout
the review process.
5d) The next Government
commit to review, action
and legislate changes to
Part IV of the PAA.
The Government supports a

The Government supports this
request and will work with the
NTPA to implement a recruitment
program that supports growth.
6b) The development for
a minimum crew response
policy per shift across the
Territory, in consultation
with the NTPA.
6c) Develop a formal
agreement on Single Officer
duties with the NTPA
The Northern Territory Police
are currently undertaking a
resource allocation review,
including for remote communities
and will consider single officer
duties as part of this review.
7a) Point of Sale Intervention
duties be transferred
to Licensing Inspectors
as recommended in
the Riley Review.
7b) Transition Police
Auxiliary Liquor Inspectors
to Constable rank, or to
other Auxiliary roles if they
do not wish to transition.
While alcohol related crime
remains a significant community
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safety issue, the Northern
Territory Government will
continue to support point
of sale intervention duties
fulfilled by Police Auxiliaries.
8a) A review into remote
staffing and infrastructure
be undertaken immediately.
8b) A commitment to close
those temporary stations
identified as not fit for
purpose and which are able
to be adequately serviced
from nearby areas.
8c) A sustainable model
of remote policing to be
developed in conjunction
with the NTPA.
8d) A fully funded remote
infrastructure programme
to be developed to identify
a priority of replacement
or upgrades to facilities.
A 10 year remote policing
strategy is being developed. This
includes a resourcing model,
consideration of a reduction
in Commonwealth funding for
remote policing, including those
outdated temporary stations
and the development of an
infrastructure upgrade plan.
......
Stakeholder engagement is
crucial for decision-making on
NT law and order issues. It’s
now up to Minister Mansion,
the Chief Minister and newly
elected government to prove
our hard-working members
will be supported by this NT
Labor team and key issues
addressed. No more empty
political promises. It’s time
for action and the NTPA will
hold you accountable.

No more empty political promises. It’s time for action
and the NTPA will hold you accountable.
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INDUSTRIAL REPORT

Andrea Wyllie
Industrial Officer

The Association has been
inundated by members telling
us unbelievable stories about
how fatigue management
has been handled throughout
the Covid-19 pandemic. We
have had several reports of
individuals doing sometimes
up to 80 hours overtime in one
pay cycle, and while some may
have initially been willing to
put in the hard yards in the
beginning and receive the
monetary bonus that it brings,
it has now come to a point
where fatigue management
has become a serious problem
and we are still waiting to hear
what is being done about it.
It is understood and appreciated
that all police jurisdictions in
Australia have been placed in
similar circumstances, however
as time goes on and at the time
of writing this report there have
been no confirmed cases in
Northern Territory for nearly 50
days. The Association has been
in talks throughout the pandemic
with the hierarchy of the Northern
Territory Police Force and it is our
position that given the response
to COVID-19 no longer requires
our members to be placed
under such extreme pressure.
In early September, the President
of the Association wrote to
the department querying why
there is still a need to have such
extreme measure being put
into place and what powers
are being used to make the
decision. We have been advised
that the basis for the extreme
measures that are still being put
in place is being based upon
Clause 27 (g) (vii)- which states;
A roster may be changed in
the following circumstances,
without penalty:
(a) where the Commissioner
reasonably determines that an
emergency situation or disaster, as
defined in the Northern Territory
Emergency Management Act
will or is likely to be declared
(for example, the activation of a

FATIGUE MANAGEMENT
DURING THE COVID-19
RESPONSE
cyclone plan) or such emergency
or disaster is actually declared; or

Section 18(1) of the Act, defines
an "emergency situation" as follows:

places additional strain on our
members who are seeking help.

(b) the Commissioner reasonably
determines that a major
unforeseen policing demand/s has
emerged, or is likely to emerge
from intelligence obtained from
the time of posting of the roster; or

18 When an emergency
situation exists

The Journal of Community safety
and Well-Being produced an
article that states the following
when it comes to support that
needs to be provided to our
frontline workers during the
pandemic and extract of the
recommendations is below:

(c) Where the member requests
and has been approved
a change in the roster.
Subclause (b) is what has been
relied upon to continue on with
the changes to our members
general working hours. In order for
sub-clause (b) to come into play,
three elements must exist before
the Commissioner may invoke
his powers under that clause to
make changes to the roster:
1. A major unforeseen
policing demand has emerged
or is likely to emerge;
2. The demand or anticipated
demand is the result of
intelligence gathered; and
It is our position that given the
fact that the event is no longer an
“unforeseen circumstance” the ongoing pressure on our members
is no longer required. The
Commissioner can only invoke his
powers under sub-clause (a) when
it has been reasonably determined
by him that an emergency situation
or disaster - as defined in the
Emergency Management Act
2013 (the EM Act)-will or is likely
to be, or has been declared.
"Disaster'' is defined in section 8
of the Act as being "an event that
requires a significant coordinated
response using the combined
resources of the Territory,
non-government entities within
the Territory and resources
from outside the Territory'.
"Emergency" is defined under
section 8 of the Act as meaning "
an event that requires a significant
coordinated response using
the combined resources of the
Territory and nongovernment
entities within the Territory'.

(1) An emergency situation
exists in an area during
the following periods:
(a) from the time the Minister
declares under subsection (2) that
the emergency situation exists
until the Minister declares under
subsection (3) that the emergency
situation no longer exists;
(b) from the time a state of
disaster or a state of emergency
is declared for the area until the
Minister declares under subsection
(3) that the emergency situation
no longer exists in the area;
(c) from the time a tropical
cyclone watch or warning
is issued for the area by the
Bureau of Meteorology until
the earlier of the following:
(i) the end of the 3rd day
after the day the watch
or warning is issued;
(i) the Minister declares
under subsection (3) that
the emergency situation no
longer exists in the area
The Association has been
unable to find any gazetted
declaration of a “state of
emergency” and therefore the
non-compliant rosters that are
in place are not allowable under
the Consent Agreement.
We will be continuing to
challenge the decision of the
Commissioner and hopefully by
the time of publication of this
article we will have seen some
changes to how the Covid-19
situation has been handled.
Our members are well aware of
the shortfall within the Health
and Wellbeing department
due to being understaffed and
overworked. We are completely
supportive of the area but do
note the extreme demands
being placed on the individuals
who work in the area which then

Support
Recommendation: Adequate
support services should be
available to assist officers
in managing their mental
health during the active
COVID-19 period and
provide continued access to
support in the longer term.
Recommendation:
Support programs should be
numerous and multi-faceted
as evidence demonstrating
the effectiveness of current
crisis intervention programs
in the unique circumstances
of COVID-19 is unclear.
Recommendation: Police
agencies need to develop a
methodology for identifying
specific cohorts of police that
may require additional support—
those that are at higher risk due
to greater trauma exposure.
Recommendation: Police
agencies need to educate
their police personnel on the
delayed impact of COVID-19
for themselves and their families,
ensuring understanding that
mental health concerns are not
necessarily immediate and that
support is appropriate and
available in the longer term
The Association will be pushing
with the support of our
members for more resources to
be placed into this work area
not for the immediate future
but for the long term future.
In the meantime “check on your
mates” and reach out to the
Association for any assistance
regarding the management of “the
pandemic “or any workplace issues.
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Our family ranks at the
top but we all have a very
important role to deliver so,
at times, service must come
before self.

Commissioner
Jamie Chalker APM

COMMISSIONER’S
MESSAGE
As you read this, we will have commemorated
National Police Remembrance Day. This is a significant
and special day for police officers around the country.
Tragically four Victoria
Police officers were killed in
one incident in April. Our
sincere condolences go to
the families, friends and
colleagues of those members
and all fallen officers.
Our community is indebted
to the work of our members.
Our people are at the heart
of everything we do.
That is why Our People
and Our Community have
been identified as our key
strategic priorities for the
Northern Territory Police,
Fire and Emergency Services
Ten Year Strategy.
In a Northern Territory
context this involves engaging

with residents across 1.4
million square kilometres.
Regional and Remote policing
is the foundation of policing in
the Territory. It is challenging,
rewarding and plays an essential
role in developing our people.
Our communities are unique,
and each requires a genuine
connection with local residents
and participation from our
people to truly appreciate
and understand them.
We are investing a significant
amount of time in building
a sustainable model for our
members to serve and protect
Territorians wherever they live.
Importantly we are working
towards a framework that will

ensure sufficient resourcing
to provide support to
remote members.
I have been able to travel in
recent months and see the
great work of our officers.
It’s important for us to
reflect on what is important
to us in our job.
Our family ranks at the top but
we all have a very important
role to deliver so, at times,
service must come before self.
When you’re sworn in as an
officer, with that comes the
expectation that you will serve
at any location in the Territory.
Under these COVID-times it also
means postings to our borders.

This can be a strain on home life.
We are working hard to
make the workload as
equitable as possible.
There is also an onus on you.
One that dictates that you
reflect, apart from family, who
is most important to you.
It should be your mate, the
person that stands next to you
in the muster room, the person
sharing the police vehicle or
those officers in remote that
need a longer-term colleague.
These are tough times. These
are times when teamwork
and mateship should shine.
Thank you for all that
you do. I look forward
to our next catch-up.
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FLEET NETWORK
WELCOMES ZANE RYAN TO
THE TEAM
Fleet Network has been a proud supporter of the Northern
Territory Police Association for eight years. In that time, they
have helped hundreds of police officers in the NT save thousands
of dollars on their new cars through novated leasing.

The team has recently
welcomed a new member,
Zane Ryan. Zane is
the dedicated Business
Development Manager in the
NT, bringing to Fleet Network
the expertise and personalised
service he mastered after
12 years at Bridge Toyota.
“As a local Territorian I feel
that the working relationships
I have built throughout my
career will make my role
really fulfilling. I enjoy the
personal side of my job and
will really enjoy connecting
with our clients”, said Zane.
The Ryan family love the
Territory lifestyle and all it
has to offer. Often, they head
off exploring the outback or
camping with family and friends.
Sport is another important
part of the family with Football,
Golf and Basketball being
the main sports played.
“I have always enjoyed being
involved in and supporting
my local sporting clubs. The
community is a great way to
meet more people who share
the same ideals”, said Zane.

Zane’s role will allow him to
visit workplaces throughout
the Northern Territory,
educating clients directly on the
benefits of Novated Leasing
through Fleet Network.
“I am excited about getting
out on the road and meeting
all NTPA members, showing
them the benefits of getting
a Novated Lease and more
so providing clients with
highly personalised service
and ensuing all questions
will be answered quickly
and efficiently”, he said.
Zane’s positive attitude
and ‘client first’ approach
will help anyone looking to
purchase a vehicle through
novating leasing feel at ease.
To see how Novated Leasing can
work for you and to start saving
on tax and ongoing running
costs, book a workplace visit,
or chat to Zane directly via his
mobile: 0423 454 051 or email
zaner@fleetnetwork.com.au
You can also contact the team
on 1300 738 601 or visit the
website for a same day quote:
https://fleetnetwork.com.au/ntpa

Make the call to Fleet Network on 1300 738 601 or visit www.fleetnetwork.com.au/ntpa.
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FROM PARLIAMENT

Nicole Manison
Police Minister

I know 2020 has not been the easiest
year, but please know that we all
appreciate your efforts. It is because of
you that the Territory is the safest place
in the country.

THE HON. NICOLE MANISON MLA,
MINISTER FOR POLICE, FIRE AND
EMERGENCY SERVICES
Hello,
It is an absolute
privilege and honour
to again serve
you for the next
four years as your
Minister for Police,
Fire and Emergency
Services. This is a
portfolio I hold close
to my heart and I
am beyond excited
to work with you
and your association
over this term of
Government.
Last month I had the
opportunity to address some of
your colleagues and the NTPA
Annual Conference. It is here
that I shared our government’s
priorities over the next four
years to help strengthen our
force by continuing to provide
you all with the resources
and support you need.

This includes:
• A consistent and sustained
recruitment program with
the NTPA at the table so
we get this right and meet
the needs of our stations.
• Reviewing our sentencing
laws for cowardly assaults
against police and
emergency workers.
• Making the action of
attempting to take an officers
gun, taser, OC spray or
any other accoutrement
an indictable offence.
• Increasing wellbeing
and psychological
support for officers.
• Tougher consequences for
youth offenders – and we will
give police and the courts
more options for sentencing
or diversion including
expanding our community
works programs to include
graffiti cleaning and land care.
• Expanding our Back on Track
programs for at risk youths.
Back on Track allows us to
intervene in a child’s life with
the appropriate support and

guidance - like on-country
camps, developing work and
life skills, ranger programs,
restructuring education –
BEFORE these youths become
a daily issue for police.
• Construction of the new fit
for purpose Darwin Youth
Detention Centre, designed
to make kids better citizens,
not better criminals.
• We will also continue the
on-the-spot $5000 fines
for coughing or spitting
on an officer – these fines
were introduced by our
government earlier this year.
• We will support a transparent
and consultative review
in conjunction with the
Association, into disciplinary
processes under the
Police Administration Act.
This is to ensure the act
is contemporised and to
improve difficult processes
that have been experienced
by some officers. I will make
this an absolute first priority
with a view to have this
done within the next year.
• Delivery of a 10-year
remote policy strategy

and infrastructure plan, to
ensure the resourcing and
funding for remote policing
is improved. I am a believer
that if we want our officers to
go bush, we need to ensure
the appropriate infrastructure
is there to support them.
We will also continue to push
the Federal Government to
come to the table on the
remote police funding which
expires in June 2022. We need
to see this funding continue
if they are serious about
supporting NT police in the
bush and improving the lives
of Territorians. I continue
to push, the Commissioner
continues to push and your
association are pushing. We
are all determined to get them
to continue this support.
As always, thank you all for the
hard work that you continue
to put in. I know 2020 has not
been the easiest year, but please
know that we all appreciate
your efforts. It is because of
you that the Territory is the
safest place in the country.
Regards,
Nicole.
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Lia Finocchiaro
Shadow Police Minister

Focusing on policing has never
been more important. COVID-19
has affected every aspect of our
lives and Police have, once again,
been asked to go above and
beyond the call of duty to protect
Territorians.

LIA FINOCCHIARO, LEADER OF THE
OPPOSITION, SHADOW MINISTER FOR
POLICE FIRE & EMERGENCY SERVICES
As we enter a new term of government in the Northern Territory,
we face monumental challenges and the CLP Opposition will be
focused on ensuring that the government delivers for police.
With a strong new team of
eight passionate Territorians,
including a former police
officer, the CLP Opposition
will do everything we can
to ensure that you have
what you need to do your
jobs safely, effectively and
efficiently. In order to reinforce
that commitment, I have
personally taken on the role
of Shadow Minister for Police,
Fire and Emergency Services.
Prior to the election, the CLP
made a number of commitments
to police that we intend to see
carried through. This included
increasing penalties for assaults
on police, focusing on remote
policing, improving mental health
and wellbeing support services
and reforming the promotion
and discipline system. In
Opposition, we will continue to
put pressure on the Government
to pursue improvements in
these areas and ensure that
police are front of mind.

Focusing on policing has
never been more important.
COVID-19 has affected every
aspect of our lives and Police
have, once again, been asked
to go above and beyond
the call of duty to protect
Territorians. You have admirably
risen to the challenge and
Territorians are grateful, but
gratitude alone is insufficient.
As the COVID-19 crisis has
developed, the strain on police
resources has become acute.
Front counters have been closed
and watch houses have been
shut. A number of sections
within the police force are either
short-staffed or overburdened.
This is particularly evident
in our remote communities,
where the requirement for
police to man checkpoints
and take on other additional
duties have exacerbated
staffing shortages that were
present prior to COVID.

One of the flagship commitments
that the CLP made to police
during the election was a
commitment to continuous
recruitment and training of
police, to ensure that we could
keep up with levels of attrition.
No longer can we rely on
reactive, one-off promises or
arbitrary political pledges.
Prior to the election, the Labor
Government committed an
additional $20 million for police
recruitment. This is intended to
include 66 additional constables,
30 Aboriginal liaison officers, 10
Aboriginal community police
officers and 25 support staff.
This is encouraging, but on the
day that it was announced it
was already too little, too late.
Had steps been put in place
to bolster numbers prior to
COVID hitting, we would have
been in a much better position.
Police resourcing should not be
an afterthought or a political

chess piece. Recruiting, training
and resourcing decisions have
been reactive in the past and
for long periods of time, when
we could have been playing
catch-up, there were no recruits,
no graduations, and no relief in
sight. The demands of COVID
have made matters worse.
The CLP Opposition
understands that policing is
a demanding job and having
leave cancelled, rosters changed
and plans juggled makes your
job more difficult. Operating
considerably below usual
capacity for months at a time
puts pressure on everyone
at a time when we relying
on police more than ever.
Over the coming term, my new
team and I will work tirelessly
to ensure that your concerns
are front and centre. We will
fight for you tirelessly and
ensure that your interests are
not ignored or dismissed.
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GRADUATIONS

WELCOME
TO THE TERRITORY
POLICE FAMILY!
AUXILIARY SQUAD 64 A
AWARD
WINNERS

Graduated Friday
5 June 2020
Willow
CHALCROFT
STONE

The Most Dedicated
Student Award

Michelle FISHER

Katie MACRIDES

Christopher
HODGKINSON
Katie MACRIDES
Kendall NUSKE
Hope PROCTOR
Paul RODGERS
Sonja SIMONATO
Lindsay TURLEY
Sarah WALSH

AUXILIARY SQUAD 64 B

Graduated
Friday
10 July 2020
Shivani BHATIA
Marni CLARK
Matthew
HAMMOND
Paul HARVEY
Linda KAPITULA
Shawnn KASSMAN
Tarin MAISEY
Kayleigh ROYLE

AWARD
WINNERS
The Most Dedicated
Student Award
Linda KAPITULA
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CADET SQUAD 7/2019

Graduated
Friday 19 June 2020

AWARD WINNERS

Emily CAMERON
Zardeya CAPEWELLKOMENE

Palale PALALE

Glenn CLARKE
Samantha HAY
Travis KENNY
Declan MILLER
Madison MINNIS

Award for Excellence in Leadership
Award for Outstanding Displays
of Community Engagement
Declan MILLER
Award for Exceptional Work
on Personal Development

Palale PALALE

Maddison MINNIS

Shania PRESLEY
Kiara TILMOUTH-PRESLEY

Tjamiwa Presley Memorial
Award for the Quiet Achiever

Quill TILTSEN

Travis KENNY

AUXILIARY SQUAD 65

Graduated
Friday 19
June 2020
Jared ASHDALE
Amy DARBY
Demi-Rose FINLAY
Jamie MCPHEE
Shailee NAVALE
Christopher NURSE
Christina QUONG
Natalie SIMPSON
David WALL
Jennifer WALSH

AWARD
WINNERS
The Most Dedicated
Student Award
Jennifer WALSH
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HONOURS AND AWARDS

RECOGNITION
OF SERVICE
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Well done to our members who were recognised for their
excellence, achievement or meritorious service during a special
Honours and Awards ceremony at Marrara on August 6, 2020.
Recipients were presented with their awards by Commissioner
of Police Jamie Chalker APM, and Administrator of the NT,
Her Honour the Honourable Vicki O’Halloran AO.
Congratulations to all Honours & Awards recipients!
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ANNUAL CONFERENCE

NTPA Executive, Delegates
and Staff

OCTOBER 2020
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NTPA 2020:

BACK THE
BLUE
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ANNUAL CONFERENCE

Given the events of 2020, it was inevitable that
Conference 2020 would be held in a significantly
different setting than previous years.

It was the year to "Back the
Blue", and this conference
theme was highlighted
considerably throughout
the one-day meeting held
on 14 August 2020.
Being held just eight days prior
to the Northern Territory
General Election, the day
was heavily focused on what
the next four years would
bring for police and policing
services for whomever formed
government on 22 August.
During the opening session we
heard from NTPA President
Paul McCue, Minister for
Police Nicole Manison MLA,
Leader of the Opposition Lia
Finocchiaro MLA, Leader for
Territory Alliance Terry Mills
and the Commissioner of
Police Jamie Chalker APM.
Conference welcomed
delegates from our 12 regions
across the Territory, together
with Northern Territory Police
Association (NTPA) Executive
members and major partners.

Official Opening
During the official opening
for conference, President Paul
McCue welcomed invited
guests, delegates and Executive
members, before touching on
the importance of the work
our members are doing in
what is an extraordinary year.
The NTPA Pre-Election
submission was the focal point
of the address, and included the
important matters put on the
agenda by members including:
• Remote Policing, including
resourcing and infrastructure
• Assaults on Police
• Mental Health and Wellbeing
• Discipline provisions of the
Police Administration Act
• COVID-19, including
resourcing, ongoing
response and infrastructure
• Public Attacks against Police
• NTPA Internal matters
Speeches from the Police
Minister, the Opposition Leader
and the Leader of Territory
Alliance were quite naturally

focused on what they would
do if they were elected on 22
August, and in response to the
NTPA pre-election submission
document. What was
consistent in their presentation
to delegates is the support all
major parties had for police
and the work they do, including
during the COVID-19 response.
The final opening address from
Commissioner Jamie Chalker
APM was heavily focused on the
importance of remote policing,
and a commitment from all
members to do their time in
the bush. An explanation on
Project 2030: Back to Basics was
followed by a commitment to
maintain regular recruitment
for deployment in regional
locations across the Territory.
Conference Business
Representatives from all 12
NTPA Regions then provided
an overview of key issues which
have arisen in the proceeding
12 months, and any outcomes,
positive or negative, which were
achieved. Much of the feedback
included resourcing, remote

staffing, lack of rest and respite
and the issues faced since the
requirement to resource the
COVID-19 response came in.
Following general administrative
business, conference delegates
passed a range of Executive
and Regional motions. An
outline of these motions has
been circulated to members
internally for their information.
Following presentations by our
major partners Police Credit
Union, Police Health and Fleet
Network, conference was
concluded with an update on
Police Federation of Australia
business by CEO Scott Weber,
via video, and the PFA Vice
President Paul McCue.
In the evening, a small barbeque
was held for delegates and
major partners, which included
presentations to ACPO Lisa
Burkenhagen (Branch Official
Award), Vice President Chris
Wilson (Life Membership)
and Treasurer Crispin Gargan
(Life Membership). Further
information on these important
awards can be seen on page 32.
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Left to Right: Leader of Territory Alliance
Terry Mills, Leader of the Opposition
Lia Finocchiaro, Commissioner of Police
Jamie Chalker APM, NTPA President Paul
McCue, Police Minister Nicole Manison

Being held just eight days prior to the Northern Territory General Election, the
day was heavily focused on what the next four years would bring for police and
policing services for whomever formed government on 22 August.
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as brothers and sisters!
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THE PATH TO HERE
By Scott Williams, CEO Police Health & Emergency Services Health

Police and emergency services personnel have always rallied together in the
hardest of circumstances. Pandemics, bushfires, floods, accidents… Sometimes we
share wins. All too often we share in grief. Regardless the call, it gets answered.
So, when our colleagues
working in fire, medical
and rescue began crying
out for access to health
cover that understood the
mental and physical health
implications of the job…
Police Health took action.
With the advantage of a
blank canvas, we copied the
best of Police Health – the
values, the team, the unique
cover and service – to create
Emergency Services Health.
Along with a commitment to
quality service and cover, both
Police Health and Emergency
Services Health share a focus
on continually shaping and
enhancing the benefits we
offer based on member
feedback and needs. And
so, it’s thanks to our members
that we are what we are.
One of the ways we listen
to our members is through
surveys and research, and so we
recently invited our members
to take part in IPSOS’s in-depth
‘Healthcare and Insurance
Australia Report’. Though it was
our first time involved, IPSOS’s
research is extremely well
regarded having been around
since 1987 it carries a lot of
weight in the health industry.
Out of the 29 health funds who
took part (big and little players
alike), the remarkable feedback
from our members placed us
as follows in these key areas:
‘Very Trustworthy’
1st Place: Police Health (Score 8.1)
2nd Place: Emergency
Services Health (Score 8.0)
3rd Place Score: 7.6
Average Score: 6.2
‘Rebates on Services’
1st Place (Equal top): Police
Health (Score 8.1) & Emergency
Services Health (Score 8.1)
3rd Place Score: 7.1
Average Score: 5.8

‘Makes private health
insurance easy to understand’
1st Place: Emergency Services
Health (Score 7.4)
2nd Place: Police Health (7.0)
3rd Place Score: 6.6
Average Score: 5.6

who, through the relationships
we foster, play a significant role
in ensuring we are delivering
the most relevant, genuine
and quality health cover
specific to the needs of our
first responder community.

‘Customer Service’
1st Place: Emergency Services
Health (Score 8.2)
2nd Place: Police
Health (Score 8.0)
3rd Place Score: 7.9
Average Score: 6.6

But we are not the type
to rest on our laurels.

‘Helpful advice’
1st Place: Emergency Services
Health (Score 7.7)
2nd Place: Police
Health (Score 7.6)
3rd Place Score: 7.4
Average Score: 6.1
‘Value for money’
1st Place: Emergency Services
Health (Score 7.7)
2nd Place: Police
Health (Score 7.5)
3rd Place Score: 7.0
Average Score: 6.0
‘Net Promoter Score’
1st Place: Police Health
(Score 75%)
2nd Place: Emergency Services
Health (Score 74%)
3rd Place Score: 71%
Average Score: 30%
‘Strongly recommend rating’
1st Place: Emergency Services
Health (Score 8.1)
2nd Place: Police
Health (Score 7.9)
3rd Place Score: 7.3
Average Score: 5.8
These results are testament
to the strong support of our
members, whom we are proud
to serve and protect through
the provision of quality cover.
We also owe a debt of gratitude
to the Police and Emergency
Services departments, unions,
associations, organisations and
charities around the country

We identified, and the oscillation
between 1st and 2nd place in
these IPSOS results confirmed,
that across the two funds
Police Health performed
better in some areas and
Emergency Services Health
performed better in others.
In an ideal state, all our members
should have access to the best
of both worlds, and so, driven
by our vision to be a ‘world class
fund of the future’, we sought and
received approval from APRA
to amalgamate into one fund.
Through amalgamation, we’re
in a position to deliver the
absolute best of breed health
cover in the most efficient way
to all those who protect our
community on the front line, and
importantly, to all their families
too, while retaining our notfor-profit status and the distinct
identities of both Police Health
and Emergency Services Health
– after all, for all the similarities
between Police and the many
sectors within emergency
services, we fully recognise
that each are still unique.
A long-petitioned extension to
Police Health’s eligibility criteria
has also been made possible
through amalgamation, which
now for the first time allows,
for example, the parents and
siblings of Police officers to join.
State-based joining restrictions
on retired Police and their
families have also been lifted,
making our cover more
accessible than ever to the police
community across the country.

Looking longer term, the
operational efficiencies
gained from amalgamating
will help us further increase
member value and keep
downward pressure on member
premiums. While increased
growth possibility and buying
power will help strengthen
us further into the future.
Our success, however, will
continue to boil down to
our members. Keeping our
first responder community
engaged and happy with the
cover we offer is not only
our key to success, it’s the
reason our staff are proud
to work for you every day.

About Scott Williams,
CEO Police Health &
Emergency Services Health
As the son of a Cop, a Registered
Nurse by background, and 30
years of experience overseeing
the clinical and managerial
administration of public and
private hospitals both in Australia
and abroad (including 4 years
as the CEO of the North Eastern
Community Hospital in Adelaide)
– Scott is an ideal fit to lead
Australia’s only private health
fund devoted to the Police and
Emergency Services community.
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NED KELLY – FALSE ICON
(PART TWO)

THE MURDERS AT
STRINGYBARK CREEK
BY BRAD WILLIAMS
Retired Senior Sergeant, South Australia Police

INTRODUCTION
The murder of police is always felt deeply by the
entire police fraternity. I know how I felt after
the Walsh Street murders of Constables Steven
Tynan and Damian Eyre. Horrific, calculated,
cold-blooded murders, that resonates throughout
the community, and drives home the dangers
that are faced daily by serving police.
That same feeling flowed through the police
throughout Victoria after learning of the coldblooded murders of Sergeant Michael Kennedy, and
Constables Thomas Lonigan, and Michael Scanlan
at Stringybark Creek, just north of Mansfield on
the evening of Saturday 26th October 1878.

THE SCENE IS SET
Ned Kelly had shot Constable
Alexander Fitzpatrick in his left
wrist during the officers attempt
to arrest Dan Kelly on a charge
of stealing a horse on the 15th
April 1878 at the Kelly home.
Warrants were issued for both
Ned Kelly for attempted murder,
and Dan Kelly for aiding and
abetting the attempted murder.
Ellen Kelly, (Ned’s mother)
William Williamson and William

Skillian were charged with being
accessories to the attempted
murder. All were found guilty
by a jury and given long prison
sentences. Ellen Kelly’s sentence
of three years was considered
by senior police as harsh, and
it certainly was. Ned Kelly and
Dan Kelly had escaped into the
Wombat Ranges to the east of
the Kelly homestead, where the
population was sparse and they
could evade the police using the
inaccessible thick bush to hide.

The shooting of a police officer
was properly considered a
very serious matter, and senior
police began to organise
search parties to find and arrest
the felons. Two teams were
assembled to search for the
Kelly brothers. One team was
to leave Mansfield under Sgt
Kennedy and the other to leave
from Greta under command
of Sgt Steele. As it happened,
Steele was subpoenaed to court
and his group was led by Senior

Constable Shoebridge from
Bright. Superintendent Sadlier,
who was organising the parties
brought Constable Lonigan over
from Violet Town to Mansfield
as he was the only one who
knew both Kelly’s by sight.
Ironically, after Lonigan bade
farewell to his pregnant wife
and four children he rode a shift
distance then rode back and
said goodbye to his pregnant
wife and four children again.

OCTOBER 2020

THE POLICE TEAM
LEAVE MANSFIELD
On the morning the team was
to leave Mansfield Sgt Kennedy
rose very early and tried not
to wake his family. His pregnant
wife and five children woke
and with lots of hugs and
kisses bid their husband and
father goodbye. Kennedy’s
wife, Bridget knew he was on
a dangerous mission, but did
not expect that this would be
the last time she would see
her beloved husband alive.
The four police, Sgt. Kennedy,
Constable Thomas Lonigan,
Constable Michael Scanlan and
Constable Thomas McIntyre
rode quietly out of Mansfield
and headed north towards
Stringybark Creek where they
planned to camp the first night.
Stringybark Creek was about 20
miles from Mansfield, and it took
almost all day for the group to
arrive. They had a packhorse
with them which was carrying
a borrowed tent, and they
had also borrowed a doublebarrelled fouling piece (shotgun)
and a Spencer repeating rifle,
borrowed from a gold escort,
which none of the police
knew how to operate. They
were carrying their Wembley
revolvers, securely fastened in
a leather holster with a buckle.
Kelly fans claim that they were
carrying body straps to secure
the bodies of the Kelly’s after
they had been gunned down, as
it was claimed that police had
every intention of shooting the
Kelly’s on site. The police were
carrying two sets of handcuffs
to secure their prisoners, and
contrary to the Kelly myths,
Victoria police never had, nor
were issued with body straps.
The police had every intention
of arresting the Kelly brothers,
as the evidence shows.
That night, they all slept in the
tent and did not post a picquet
to ensure their safety. Next
morning Sgt Kennedy and
Constable Scanlan rode off
to the north leaving Lonigan
and McIntyre to establish the
camp. During the afternoon,
McIntyre took the shotgun
and shot some parrots for the
evening meal. Ironically, the
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police campsite was less than
1.5 miles from where the Kellys
were hiding in a hut that had
previously been built deep in
the bush by gold miners. The
Kelly’s had been joined by
Joseph Byrne and Stephen
Hart. Hearing the report
from the weapon the Kelly’s
investigated and soon found
the camp with the two officers.
Lonigan had been uneasy and
had strapped his revolver
around his waist. McIntyre had
put the shotgun down inside
the tent and was unarmed.

THE POLICE ARE
MURDERED
At around 5.00pm McIntyre
had built a strong fire to assist in
guiding Kennedy and Scanlan
back to the camp, and both
officers were seated near the
fire keeping warm. Suddenly,
and without warning, Ned Kelly
appeared from a large growth
of spear grass and ordered.
“Bail up. Hold up your hands.”
It startled both officers, who
stood up facing four men, each
holding a rifle or shotgun and
all were armed with pistols.
McIntyre, being unarmed,
obeyed and raised his hands. As
Ned Kelly approached him, his
rifle was trained on the officer.
Lonigan, who was standing
behind and to his left began to
move, possible trying to move
away to gain some advantage or
shelter. Ned Kelly immediately
moved the aim of his rifle from
McIntyre and fired. The shot
hit Lonigan in the right eye,
and also left a wound a little
higher on his brow. Lonigan
fell, shouted “Oh Christ. I have
been shot”. McIntyre turned to
see his colleague on his back
with arms and legs flailing and
a few seconds after he was still.
Kelly had murdered Lonigan in
cold blood. Kelly then went to
the slain officer and removed his
pistol that was still in the holster.
Kelly claimed that Lonigan had
run to a log and lay down lifting
his head and with a pistol in
hand was about to shoot at
him when Kelly shot him. He
claimed that it was self-defence.
Many of the pro-Kelly authors
accept the Kelly version and
reject Constable McIntyre’s

Michael Kennedy

version, claiming that the officer
perjured himself when giving
evidence. Nothing could be
further from the truth. The
post mortem of Lonigan by Dr
Reynolds in Mansfield showed
that he had four bullet wounds.
The two previously mentioned
and also one to the left thigh
and his left arm. How the two
latter mentioned wounds
occurred is a mystery to this day.
The other three who were

present were eventually
identified as Dan Kelly, Ned’s
younger brother, Joseph Byrne
and Stephen Hart. They were all
part of the Greta Mob, who had
now committed murder. Ned
Kelly interrogated Constable
McIntyre at length regarding the
police strength and where the
other officers were. McIntyre
told Kelly the truth and not
long after the sounds of horses
moving through the bush
towards the camp was heard.
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Kelly and his gang concealed
themselves with Ned Kelly
instructing the officer to instruct
the two police to surrender.
McIntyre obeyed and as the
two officers drew close to the
camp McIntyre approached
them and said, “Sergeant,
you had better dismount
and surrender, for you are
surrounded”. Kennedy, who
was leading, thought it was a
joke and put his right arm down
towards his pistol. Kelly and the
other three showed themselves
and immediately opened fire on
Kennedy and Scanlan. The initial
barrage of shots missed their
mark and as the Sergeant lay
down on the neck of his horse
and slid off onto the offside,
Scanlan, who was carrying
the Spencer rifle slung on his
back, attempted to dismount.
His horse was agitated and
he fell to the ground and on
fours and tried to rise. As he
did Ned Kelly fired at him
and hit him in the chest. He
died almost immediately. His
sidearm was still holstered
when he was murdered, and
the rifle was still on his back.
Kelly would claim that Scanlan
had taken the Spencer rifle
and while still mounted fired
two shots at him before Kelly
returned fire. Many proKelly authors accept Ned
Kelly’s words and again reject
Constable McIntyre’s words
and evidence as perjury.

MacINTYRES
STATEMENT
McIntyre had a very clear view
of what was occurring and
his recollection in court was
very damaging to Ned Kelly
at his murder trial. He saw Sgt
Kennedy draw his revolver
and fire at the felons from the
cover of his horse’s body, but
the animal began to run off
and McIntyre was able to catch
the horse, mount quickly and
laying low make his escape, with
the gang all firing at him as he
rode away. McIntyre would
later state that he thought Sgt
Kennedy had dropped his
weapon at this time, possibly
having been wounded. He
would not swear that on oath,
but in the confusion, it may
have occurred as he stated.

Sgt. Kennedy was now running
for his life. There were four
heavily armed criminals chasing
and firing at him. The only
information we have as to what
happened with Sgt Kennedy
comes from Ned Kelly, who was
a prolific liar. Kelly claimed that
Kennedy was running from tree
to tree and firing at his pursuers,
and he also claimed that the
Sergeant was a good shot as
one round went through his
whiskers. Kennedy was pursued
about 800 metres before Kelly
finally brought him down with
a shotgun blast. Just how badly
he was wounded at this time we
do not know, but Kelly did state
that Kennedy was not armed
when he shot him and he fell.
Kelly claimed he had a long
conversation with him, and to
some extent, this must be true.
Kelly did not know the officer,
but he did say that Kennedy
told him he had five children
and his wife was pregnant and
that Kennedy asked to be left
alone so he could see his wife
and family before he died. Ned
Kelly raised a shotgun and at
point-blank range shot the
officer in the chest killing him
instantly. Most believe that Sgt
Kennedy was laying on the
ground when he was shot, but
Dr Reynolds who carried out a
cursory autopsy stated that the
officer must have been standing
up when he received the fatal
shot. Not satisfied with the three
murders, the gang then robbed
the corpses of money, rings, and
a gold watch that was a family
heirloom of the Kennedy family.
Kelly would later boast that he
had killed Sgt Kennedy in a fair
fight. Some fair fight, with four
heavily armed bandits shooting
at a man who may not even
have had a weapon in hand.

THE SEARCH PARTY
IS ORGANISED
In the meantime, Constable
McIntyre was making his way
back to Mansfield. His mount
stopped after a mile or two and
he was forced to walk most of
the night and until 3.00pm on
Sunday before he reached the
outskirts of Mansfield, where he
was assisted and taken to Sub
Inspector Pewtress’s house to
report the murders. A search
party was immediately formed

Thomas Lonigan

with many of the men in the
town volunteering to ride with
the police. Constable McIntyre,
although exhausted and badly
bruised, begged to return
with the police party. Pewtress
agreed, and at near 2.00am
they arrived at the campsite.
They found the two murdered
police, and the campsite had
been ransacked and the tent
burnt, with all provisions,
weapons and horses gone.
They settled down to wait for
first light before continuing
the search for Sgt Kennedy.
In the morning the two

murdered officers were
strapped to a horse using reins
to secure them and they were
returned to Mansfield. The
search for Sgt Kennedy was
on in earnest, but it took five
days to eventually find his
body in the thick bush. After
the murders, Kelly and his gang
probably returned to their hut
and slept. In the early morning,
they returned to the police
campsite and stole what they
could, and set fire to the tent.
Sgt Kennedy’s cloak that had
been left in the camp, had been
placed over his body, covering
his head. The Kelly gang then
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He was a hero to the Irish immigrants,
who were persecuted by the
establishment.

KELLY MYTHS
Tragically, Ned Kelly is, in some
quarters considered an icon
and a hero. The Ned Kelly
Tourist Route pamphlet that
is readily available through all
tourist sites throughout ‘Kelly
Country’, claims the following.
“He was a common
criminal.” (TRUE)
Michael Scanlan

“He was a hero to the
Irish immigrants, who
were persecuted by the
establishment.” (MYTH.) He
stole the only horse many poor
Irish settlers had almost certainly
sending them bankrupt, and
he was despised by decent
folk who lived in the area. The
government granted land on
excellent terms to poor settlers.
Two of the first premiers of
Victoria were Irish and 82% of
the police were Irish. There is
not a shred of evidence that the
Irish were persecuted and he
was certainly not considered a
hero by the local population.
“He was intensely protective
of his family and avenged a
police officer’s assault on his
sister. (MYTH) No assault
ever took place by Constable
Fitzpatrick on Kate Kelly. Kate
Kelly made up the story ten

disappeared. It would be
almost two more years before
they would be brought to
account at Glenrowan, where
three of them would be killed
in a shootout with police. Ned
Kelly would be found guilty
of the murder of Constable
Lonigan, and although charged
with the murder of Constable
Scanlan that charge was
never proceeded with. He
was never charged with the
murder of Sgt. Kennedy. Ned
Kelly was found guilty of
murder and was hanged on
the 11th of November 1880.

months after the event. After his
capture, Ned Kelly was asked
by a reporter. Reporter: “Now
Kelly, what is the real history of
Fitzpatrick’s business? Did he
ever try to take liberties with
your sister Kate?” Kelly: “No,
that is a foolish story. If he of
any other policeman tried to
take liberties with my sister,
Victoria would not hold him.”
(The Age, August 9th 1880)
“Perhaps because he (Ned
Kelly) has so many qualities
ordinary Australians admire.”
(MYTH) Ordinary Australians
do not admire a murderer,
bank robber, hostage taker,
thief, stand-over thug and liar.
“He was a larrikin.” (TRUE)
“Loyal to his family and ready
to sacrifice himself for his
mates.” (MYTH) After robbing
two banks of a huge amount
of money not one penny
went to his mother, and he
arranged the murder of Aaron
Sherritt, one of his ‘mates’.
“Represented the struggling
classes.” (MYTH) He often stole
the only horse poor settlers
had, sending many bankrupt.
“Thumbed his nose at the
establishment.” (TRUE)

THE MEMORIAL
IN MANSFIELD
The townsfolk of Mansfield were
devastated at the murders and
public meetings were held with
the idea of erecting a monument
to the memory of the three
slain officers. Sgt. Kennedy was
highly regarded in Mansfield,
as he had a record of being
a fair and decent man, who
kept his community safe from
the Kelly scourge. A memorial
was erected in the centre of
the town and that monument
to the memory of the three
officers remains to this day.

CONCLUSION
Many of these myths have found their way into
government publications and Ned Kelly is lauded
as a result. We aim is to have them removed and
replaced with facts. Government organisations
lauding a very serious criminal is a disgrace and
you can assist us by joining our database at www.
nedkelly.info/joinus.html as we move to approach
government entities to restore the reputation
of degraded police. Strength in numbers is
required. We appreciate your support.
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2020
NTPA LIFE MEMBER

CHRIS WILSON
Since we began awarding Life Memberships, just 17
members of the Northern Territory Police Association have
been bestowed Life Membership in our 81-year history.
The following Life Member
speeches were made by President
Paul McCue at the 2020
Annual Conference Dinner.
Tonight, in company of three
of those earlier recipients,
it gives me great pleasure
to add not one, but two
names to that list in what we
all agree is an appropriate
setting here on the beach in
Darwin. My only regret is
one of them was unable to
make it here this evening to
receive the Award in person.
I will start with our first recipient
who is currently self-isolating
after doing what any Dad would
do for their kids and take care of
them in these uncertain times.
Without going over the
entire nomination, which was
unanimously endorsed at
conference today, I do want
to touch on some of the
reasons why I am honoured to
present the Award tonight. I
will also be joined by one of
our Life members shortly who
will receive the Award on his
behalf and say a few words.
• Joined the Police Force
in January 1989
• Served in Alice Springs (on
several occasions), Tennant
Creek, Jabiru, Adelaide River,
and Accident Investigations
and Driver Training in Darwin,
among many other roles. He
can never be criticised for
not doing his fair share of

regional and remote service.
• Started as Regional
Chair Jabiru in 94/95
• Ordinary Member of
Palmerton Region when
stationed at Adelaide River.
• Regional Chair Alice
Springs in 2005/06
• NTPA Executive 2006
when at Driver Training.
• Elected Vice President
NTPA 2013, where he
continues in this role.
• Chair of Legal Committee
since 2013.
As mentioned today when his
Life Membership was endorsed,
when asked about significant
achievements, in typical humble
Chris fashion, Chris stated that
he sees significant achievements
as a collegiate approach. He
did say, however, his initial
interest in assisting members
was on the back of constant
feedback from members about
their management not being
aware of industrial entitlements
or were not treating them fairly
or with natural justice when
dealing with HR, disciplinary
or developmental issues.
I quote…
“Something that I had personally
witnessed time and time again
and still do to this day, the lack
of objectivity when dealing with
people, real people, not just
numbers, the ignorance or lack
of knowledge of entitlements
is frustrating. I continue to get

satisfaction to be there assisting
members with issues that
come up. Seeing that we get
results, and how that success
affects people is rewarding in
itself.” Chris Wilson 2020
We hear a lot of noise at times
about the NTPA Executive
and what they do. The reality
is, most members really won’t
know what some of us do,
particularly behind the scenes
for and on behalf of members,
often at a personal cost to us.
Nothing can be more accurate
as an example than our VP,
and this was never more
evident than in Alice Springs
late last year during a time
which tested everyone and
continues to today. I won’t
speak today of specifics for
obvious reasons; however, I
will repeat what I said today:
When in Alice Springs in
November last year, I witnessed
firsthand the raw emotion
which came from Chris’s
character. Quite simply, he
put all others before himself,
and did all and any acts for
the benefit and welfare of our
members and their families.
The NTPA is built on the back
of giants, people willing to step
forward on behalf of their mates.
Challenge the hierarchy and
stand beside our members in
their time of need. The Alice
Springs Police Station, their
management and the members
were all better off during

that time because of Chris,
and because of his personal
sacrifice and commitment to
the members of the NTPA.
This remains the case today.
In addition, he is never
frightened to pose the tough or
uncomfortable question to the
hierarchy. He wears both hats
with aplomb, and I did chuckle
when he recently told me that
at his first encounter with new
Deputy Smalpage in Alice
Springs he posed the question:
So, you always have to wonder
when someone comes over
at the end of their career on
a one term contract, are they
here for good, or for evil.
Which one are you here for?
Never one to mince
words is our VP.
Whilst he cannot be here
in person tonight to receive
his Award, prior to COVID
restrictions and isolation
requirements, we had planned
for him and his family to be
here tonight. As this cannot be
the case, I do want to touch on
the fact I, along with the entire
membership, wish to also thank
his wife Taryn and all the kids
for their support of Chris in his
role as an Executive member. It
is time consuming and relentless
at times and their support is
unwavering. Today we have
organised some flowers for
Taryn at their home in Alice and
I again thank the whole Wilson
family on behalf of the NTPA.
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Chris & Crispin
2019 Annual
Conference

In his absence, Chris Wilson’s Award was accepted
by Life Member Kylie Anderson.
Courage, endurance, mateship, sacrifice
I heard those words as I was standing at the end of my driveway
on ANZAC Day 2020 in this crazy world that COVID has thrown at
us. Usually I would have been at the Tennant Creek RSL standing
with a whole community to remember our ANZACs.

2020 Annual
Conference
Dinner

In this strange new world we all live in where the very rules of society
appear to have been thrown out those who stand sure and string,
both with and for us, have become even more important.
I would not dare to compare our newest life member with
the deeds of our ANZACs, yet those four words - courage,
endurance, mateship, sacrifice - seem to fit him perfectly.
Christopher King Wilson.
Courage - bosses seek him out when they want to know what’s really
going on in a work unit or across the Territory. He never shies away from
providing the raw truth, regardless of whether the recipient might not
want to hear that truth or resent the messenger for delivering it.
Endurance - Chris has been our representative as an Executive member since 2006
and a branch rep for 12 years before that. He has been our Vice President since 2013.
He has never wavered in his tireless efforts on our behalves or his loyalty to the NTPA.
Mateship - once you’re a friend of Christopher’s you’re a friend for life. He’s the
guy you call on in both bad and good times. He’s a dear friend and I couldn’t
imagine my life without him in it. I’m sure others here feel the very same.
Sacrifice - I have witnessed Christopher choose the Association and it’s members over
himself and his beautiful wife and children time and time again. He’s missed a lot of
special family moments and he’s sacrificed his own health and well-being for us. He has
never once complained and he has never, ever wavered in his loyalty to the NTPA.
I commend the delegates for endorsing his life membership
and I congratulate him unreservedly for the honour.
Welcome to the club Christopher King Wilson.
Love you xx.

I have witnessed
Christopher choose
the Association
and it’s members
over himself and his
beautiful wife and
children time and
time again.
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Again, without going into
extensive detail, he played
a crucial role in the support
of Constable Rolfe and his
family at the time of his
arrest, and this continues
today. This support extended
to numerous muster rooms
and sections within the
police force, as the impact
of what had taken place
took hold across our whole
membership.

Life Member Crispin Gargan
with wife Michelle and
daughters Erin and Madison
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2020
NTPA LIFE MEMBER

CRISPIN GARGAN
Our second recipient is also never shy in speaking his mind, whether it be
at the Board table, in a meeting or over the phone, and this is why he has
been an asset to the membership in his role as an Executive member.

By way of background:
• Joined the Police Force
in 1995, before taking
a break in July 1998 to
pursue other interests.
• He re-joined in 2001 when his
interest peaked in the NTPA
after being less than impressed
with a 3% pay increase for the
loss of 12 rostered days off
and changes to PH concessions
during the wage deal that year.
• That agreement was a close
call, just getting over the line.
• Then in 2004, his voice was
heard in what is referred to
these days by some as the
great ambush of NTPA reps
during a meeting at Casuarina
Station, when discussions
were being held over the
proposed amendments to
the Housing conditions by
the then Labor government.
Former President Vince
Kelly still lists this meeting
as the second most hostile
meeting he had attended.
• While an ambush sounds a bit
harsh, it is likely the basis of
what members enjoy today in
terms of the housing allowance
and conditions is undoubtably
as a result of this meeting.

• In 2007 became local delegate
at Palmerston, soon moving
into Chairperson role

stakeholders including
senior police executive
and politicians.

• In 2011, he commenced as
an Executive member and in
2012 was elected unopposed
as Treasurer where he remains
today, some 8 years later.

• Behind the scenes work
(industrial negotiations)

• NTPA representative on the
Uniform Committee from
2012 to 2018, and is one of
two longest serving members
of the Medal Eligibility
Committee that remain today.
Office Bearer
• As Office Bearer –
commitment in own time
is above and beyond what
is required. All for the
benefit of the membership.
• After hours phone calls
• Attendance at official
functions and meetings
• Requirements of
Treasurer role
• Payment of bills
• Meetings with bookkeeper
and accountants
• Preparation of reports etc.
• Meetings with key

Members would rarely
know these meetings take
place, but the benefits they
enjoy today are attributed
to agreements struck during
this informal process of which
he has played a key part in
through his political acumen.
In addition, he contributed
strongly at the Executive level
for the arming of Aboriginal
Community Police Officers
(ACPO). This was a key safety
outcome for those members.
A key component of
representing the membership
of the NTPA is the support
provided both from a welfare
perspective and during
discipline processes. Our
second recipient this evening
regularly takes time to contact
members who are doing it
tough, and ensure they are
being provided the necessary
support they need.
This was never more present
than during the Yuendumu
critical incident in November

2019. Again, without going
into extensive detail, he played
a crucial role in the support of
Constable Rolfe and his family
at the time of his arrest, and this
continues today. This support
extended to numerous muster
rooms and sections within the
police force, as the impact of
what had taken place took hold
across our whole membership.
The President holds no
doubt the role he played
during the early hours and
days of the incident played
a significant part in the high
level of respect the Rolfe family
hold the NTPA in today.
He is a long serving Executive
member who contributes
strongly to the aims and
objectives of the NTPA and
continues to do so today. I
also want to acknowledge the
personal sacrifice made to
achieve this, and it is terrific
that his family is here tonight
to see him presented with this
award. The support of family
in his capacity as an Executive
member never goes unnoticed
by me and the greater NTPA
membership and I thank
Michelle, Erin and Madison.
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2020
BRANCH SERVICE AWARD

LISA BURKENHAGEN
The Branch Service Award is presented in
recognition of any member who makes a significant
contribution to a region of the NTPA.

Our recipient
states some of
her proudest
achievements
include
successfully
lobbying for
ACPO pay
increments to
be supported at
the 2019 Annual
Conference.

Tonight’s recipient joined
the Northern Territory
Police Force in 2005, first as
an Auxiliary and then six
months later transitioned
to become an Aboriginal
Community Police Officer.
During her time in the job
she has worked in a variety of
different roles as an ACPO; from
Social Order in Palmerston, to

mentoring ACPO recruit squads,
to the Indigenous Policing
Development Unit, Domestic
Violence Unit and working as a
Wellbeing and Health Officer.
In 2008, she was named
ACPO of the Year.
She recommenced with NT
Police in June 2013, following a
three-year career break, and as
an active NTPA representative,

has served as an Ordinary
Member, Vice Chairperson
and is currently Secretary
for the ACPO Region.
Our recipient states some of her
proudest achievements include
successfully lobbying for ACPO
pay increments to be supported
at the 2019 Annual Conference.
Just some of the points which
come to mind when thinking

of our recipient include:
• Respect of her peers
• Dedication
• Care of others
• Help when others wont
• Mediator
• Educator
Just to name a few.

TODAY SHE HAD TO TAKE A DEAD
BABY FROM THE MOTHER’S ARMS.
OCTOBER 2020
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ANY WONDER SHE’S QUIET
AND WITHDRAWN?
Learn the signs. Watch for the signs.
Put your hand up for help. Reach out to help others.
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ON THE ROAD

COVID-19
REGIONAL &
REMOTE VISIT
BY
EXECUTIVE MEMBER
JOSHUA CUNNINGHAM

Executive Member Josh Cunningham and Northern
Field Officer Steve Langdon visiting a checkpoint
outside of Alice Springs
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Early on Monday 18 May, I started a road trip without the full
awareness that over the next five days, President Paul McCue,
Communications Officer Kyrrie Blenkinsop, Northern Field Officer Steve
Langdon and I would travel over 5000km (!), visiting a number
of locations throughout the Territory.

ON THE ROAD
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ON THE ROAD

Curtin Springs

Wycliffe Well

Ti Tree

SA border

OCTOBER 2020
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Near Maranboy
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QLD border

Mataranka

Ali Curung

In early May, I was fortunate enough to head along on a trip
planned by the NTPA that involved, visiting our extraordinarily
hard-working members at our established Border Control Points
and Bio-security check points throughout the Territory.
Having been involved with
Taskforce Protect from
the start of the pandemic,
I was enthusiastic about
getting out there and seeing
where our members were
stationed and what tasks
they were undertaking.
So early on Monday 18 May, I
started a road trip without the
full awareness that over the next
five days, President Paul McCue,
Communications Officer Kyrrie
Blenkinsop, Northern Field
Officer Steve Langdon and I
would travel over 5000km (!),
visiting a number of locations
throughout the Territory.
We headed off south stopping
in at Mataranka station, as
well as both the Victoria Hwy
Creek and Maranboy control
points. Surprisingly, both were
well fitted out, the members
praised the local Divisional
Officer – Superintendent
Shean – for helping set up the
well-equipped demountable
including a mobile Telstra
transponder to make sure
the members had phone
and internet access.

After some informative
conversation about Katherine
and the local Border and Bio
control points it was time to
head south to Tennant Creek
for the night. Rolling in late
that afternoon gave us a good
opportunity to speak with
the members on duty. Morale
at Tennant Creek station was
high, and the members were
enjoying the place. There were
a few comments about staffing
issues, which was obviously
exacerbated by the COVID-19
response, and unfortunately
this was a Territory-wide issue.
Tuesday morning, we started
our 900km round trip out to
the QLD border, the checkpoint
being just short of Camooweal
– QLD. Now when you talk
about being in the middle of
nowhere, this check point would
be the definition, with nothing
but emptiness as far as the eye
could possibly see. Irrespective
of the remoteness, the Territory
and QLD members had built the
place up with a well-established
fireplace for those winter nights.
Wednesday, we trekked off

heading further south, stopping
in at Ali Curung and Ti-Tree
stations along the way. It’s
always good to see those
passionate and professional
bush coppers out there doing
it tough but enjoying what
they do. What was really
interesting, was bush member’s
thoughts on the looming 14b
process and a focus on getting
the right people at the right
stations, and adequate working
conditions and infrastructure.
As we entered Alice Springs,
we were stopped about 20km
north of the town by our cousins
in light blue - Australian Federal
Police, who were manning the
local bio-security check point.
They had an exceptional fire
pit built (Insert picture) and a
comfortable two-seater couch
for those chilly desert nights.
Thursday morning, feeling
fresh from only travelling
500-odd kilometres the day
before (complete sarcasm),
we headed further south to
the South Australia border just
out of Kulgera, the members
here seemed to be enjoying

the short stints at the control
point. Accommodation at the
Kulgera pub was described
as ‘questionable’ by some
members, but they simply
got on with the job.
Moving on from Kulgera, we
headed west along the Lasseter
Highway, getting out to Curtin
Springs with the Bio-security
check point set-up on the
corner of Mulga Park Road
and the Lasseter Highway. The
set-up was only a little donga
with another masterpiece
fireplace. I think everyone I
spoke to raved about the home
cooked meals from the owners
at Curtin Springs, the custom
packed daily lunches looked
a treat. After a couple coffees
and some good chats, we
headed back to Alice Springs.
As Friday morning approached,
it was time to leave the icy
winds of Alice Springs and head
back to Darwin. We stopped
off at Tennant Creek and Daly
Waters as we continued north
to the warmth of the Top End.
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The Barrow Creek Telegraph Station

(PART 2)

A SERIES OF EPIC
JOURNEYS
BY MARK MCADIE APM
Chairperson NT Police Museum and Historical Society

Only eight days after his
arrival on Sunday 22nd
February 1874, the Telegraph
station staff were sitting in a
group outside the buildings
after the evening meal,
smoking and enjoying the
developing cool after a hot
Central Australian day. Given
the Aborigines in the area
had contacted the station
officials and had established
reasonably good relations
there was no sense of threat.
On that evening, they had,
in fact, been bantering with
some "friendly natives" when,
without warning, a large group
of Aborigines rushed the site
yelling war cries. They threw
a shower of spears amongst
the group, pressing home a
well-planned and executed
attack. It was probably their
intent to close in on the white
men before they could reach
for their firearms which they
rightly feared'. Their best
hope of success probably lay
in such a furious melee, and

it very nearly was a success.
Barrow Creek Telegraph
Station had been built and
designed to be a fortress:
“The building, like that at
Charlotte Waters and Alice
Springs, is of stone, and forms
three sides of a square, with
high walls and a strong iron gate
across the back. In front of the
house, there are four windows,
well protected with iron bars;
there are also loopholes all
around the house, but no other
openings to the outside. All the
doors open into the yard, the
house is roofed with iron, and
when the iron gates are closed
it is a perfect fortress, which
could be successfully held by
three or four resolute men
against very great odds.”(1)
Gason retrieved Flint's pocket
instrument and connected it
to the line. He contacted Alice
Springs and Tennant Creek but
they could offer no assistance.
Gason also informed the

Commissioner of the need for
more police at Barrow Creek(2)
Gason and his companions,
of course, knew they were
really on their own. No one
could reach Barrow Creek for
weeks. A rescue party would
eventually come, but it might
be too late to save them.
By 9.45pm that same evening,
with an uneasy calm restored,
he could send a telegram to
the Commissioner which read:
"This station has been attacked
by natives at 8 pm. Mr. John
Stapleton has been mortally
wounded. One of the men
John Frank (has) just died from
wounds. The civilised native
boy has had three wounds, Mr.
Flint assistant operator one
spear wound in the leg not
serious. Full particulars in the
morning. The second attack
expected Monday. Natives
surround the Station."(3)
The Adelaide Police Station
received the telegram at 10

pm and immediately sent it
on to the Commissioner who
responded the next morning:
"Keep the Station at all hazards.
Save your ammunition and
don't fire without effect"(4).
The report did not, however,
provide an estimate of the
number of Aborigines involved.
It seems unlikely that it would
have been more than thirty or
forty, as preparing an attack
of even this size sustained
over two or three days would
be a major undertaking for a
nomadic people. Their attack
showed great courage in
the face of the white men’s
firearms but having failed in the
initial stage it had no chance
of success in the long run.
At 5.25pm on 23rd
February 1874, Gason sent
another telegram to the
Commissioner to inform him
that Stapleton had just died.
"Every attention has been
paid during his illness."(5)
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The Peake Telegraph Station

This station has been attacked by natives at 8 pm. Mr. John
Stapleton has been mortally wounded. One of the men John Frank
(has) just died from wounds

The Commissioner
recommended tough action
against the natives because
he believed that unless there
was punitive retribution for
the attack, the safety of all the
white people north of the
Peake would be jeopardised.
He suggested that a body of
six troopers be sent from the
Northern Territory diggings
to capture the offenders. The
Commissioner could not spare
the trooper from Charlotte
Waters because this would
have left the station open to
attack by "unfriendly natives."(6)

Frederick Born at The Peake:

Cabinet decided against
sending troopers south
from the Top End after the
Commissioner of Crown Lands
argued they could not be
spared from the Territory's
gold fields. Instead, Trooper
Born, the officer at the Peake,
was instructed to get some
volunteers, horses and arms,
and start as soon as possible
for Barrow Creek where the
situation remained serious.

“On February 25 the
Commissioner of Police wrote
to the Chief Secretary, stating
what he had done in order
to move men from the Peake
and Charlotte Waters Stations
to Barrow's Creek, advising
that men should be procured
if possible to accompany the
trooper from each place, and
stating that he had ordered
two troopers to Melrose to
be in readiness to supply the
place of any moved northward.
It appeared from telegrams
he appended that two
volunteers could be procured at
Strangways Springs at ordinary
rates. On the following day
Police Trooper Born, at the
Peake, was instructed by the
Commissioner of Police to
proceed to Barrow's Creek, and
in answer to a telegram stating
the terms on which he could
purchase arms and obtain men
and horses, he was authorized
to close the arrangement
on the terms named.”(7)

While Gason and the men at
Barrow Creek continued to
deal with the situation as best
they could, the Commissioner
had instructed Trooper

Trooper Born took two
volunteers, Edwin Warne and
William Handby, from Strangway
Springs Station (three days
hard riding from The Peake

Telegraph Station) and one
native named Sergeant to
travel to Barrow Creek. They
departed The Peake Telegraph
Station on 1st March 1874,
passing through Charlotte
Waters on 7th March 1874(8)
and arrived at Barrow Creek
on 31st March 1874, having
ridden the intervening 1120
kilometres in just thirty days.
They lost just two horses on the
trek and while Sergeant was
searching for a couple of wild
brumbies to replace them he
was attacked by a native with
a spear. Sergeant fired his gun
wounding the Aboriginal in
the arm(9). No other incidents
were recorded for the ride.
Although the mean temperature
for March is three degrees
cooler than it is in January at
32.8 degrees Celsius, they also
had to face the multiple tasks
of having to find water both
for themselves and their horses,
forage for food for themselves
and their horses and care for
the horses. This ride, although
undertaken in company, was
perhaps even more epic than
that undertaken just months
before by Trooper Gason.

With these reinforcements,
Trooper Gason was
emboldened to conduct a
wider search in the Taylor
Creek area for and out about
80 kilometres to the northeast
without seeing any aborigines.
On 8th April 1874, Warne and
Handby were paid off and rode
back south. Sergeant’s services
were retained, perhaps due to
his exceptional tracking ability.
Trooper Born departed, alone,
from Barrow Creek in May 1874.
We do not know how long he
took on the return journey, but
he travelled 2240 kilometres
on horseback, half of that on his
own, between March and June
1874 a truly remarkable and
genuinely hazardous journey.

1. Ibid
2. PCO 270/74
3. PCO 261/74 and GSO 332/74
4. PCO 261/74
5. PCO 270/74
6. CSO 332/1874
7. The Adelaide Register 25th
June 1874, p5 retrieved https://
trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/
article/39819920 13th March 2018
8. Ibid
9. CSO 247/1874
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NTPA’s legal
services provider
lawyers
The firm offers a full range of legal services.

Discount legal service for
current financial NTPA
members and their families.

Receive 20 minutes free preliminary advice on all
legal matters.
We also offer a 10% discount on any legal fees for:

The NTPA works in partnership with leading law firm
Tindall Gask Bentley (TGB) to provide members with
access to first class legal services.

• Workers Compensation,
• Motor Vehicle Accident Compensation,
• Family and Divorce law,
• Estates and Estate Planning (including Wills),
• Business and Property,
• Criminal and Disciplinary.

Established in 1970, TGB has grown to become South
Australia’s largest plaintiff law firm and has now
expanded to Northern Territory and Western Australia.

To book an appointment with a lawyer or for more
information please contact the NTPA office 08 8995
9520 or email ntpa.tgb.legalservices@ntpa.com.au

p: (08) 8941 7814 e: ntpa.tgb.legalservices@ntpa.com.au
1/21 Cavenagh St Darwin, Darwin NT 0800 w: tgb.com.au
JUNE 2019039
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DEEMED ACCEPTANCE OF WORKERS'
COMPENSATION CLAIMS FOR PTSD SUFFERED
BY NT POLICE OFFICERS –
IS THIS AS GOOD AS IT SOUNDS?
Following a series of changes to the Northern Territory's Return to Work Act there
is now "deemed" acceptance of claims for Post Traumatic Stress Disorder ('PTSD')
for frontline emergency workers such as police officers (first responders).
What are the changes?
Diseases that are accepted as
arising out of particular types
of employment are described
as being "deemed". As an
example, lung cancer is deemed
to have arisen out of work
involving exposure to certain
chemicals and materials such
as arsenic, asbestos, tobacco
smoke, silica dust and more.
Schedule 2 of the Return to
Work Regulations now lists
PTSD as a prescribed disease
and deems that condition as
having arisen out of "all work as
a first responder, including as a
volunteer, but not including a
person who has not attended
in person at an emergency
situation or incident." Making
PTSD a deemed disease by
law will support access to early
and effective treatment for
police officers who develop
PTSD, while limiting further
trauma that may arise by having
to prove that the PTSD was
caused by their employment.
On the face of it, the change will
allow a police officer to have
deemed acceptance of their
PTSD. This effectively means that
the onus shifts from the injured
officer to NTPFES, if they wish to
dispute that the condition was
contracted during the course
of the officer's employment.

claims by police officers will
automatically be accepted?
In my view the answer is no.
The proposed amendments
define "first responder" as:
"a person (such as a paramedic,
police officer, firefighter or
other emergency personnel),
who attends the site of
an incident and provides
assistance in situations:
• Involving actual or potential
injury to persons or
damage to property; and
• Which may also include risk
to the first responder; and
• Where time may be
of the essence to save
lives or property."
This definition is somewhat
problematic. It appears to limit
deemed acceptance to injuries
resulting ONLY from attendance
at a critical incident where there
is risk of injury to person AND
there is risk to the attending
personnel AND time is of the
essence. If read literally, the
provision might require all three
criteria to be met. Whilst the
definition encapsulates some
of the work of police officers
it does not cover all duties.

to save lives or property:
• attendance at a motor
vehicle accident where a
victim has been injured
or killed prior to arrival.
• attendance upon the victim
of sexual or other assault
after the event itself.
• attendance upon a scene
where the victim has been
killed after the actual
homicide has occurred.
• attendance at a suicide.
• response to the management/
cleanup of a catastrophic
incident such as a
monsoon or bushfire.
• the subsequent investigation
of a criminal act (involving
interviewing victim/s,
witnesses, viewing crime
scene photos and the like).
• call-takers managing the
emergency response to
a frontline incident.
There are, no doubt, many
other examples that may not
meet the relevant criteria.

for treating psychiatrists to
attribute the cause of PTSD
to one traumatic event over
another, especially when
those events are historical.
How will the new legislation
work in those situations?
Finally, it is important to note
that the amendment will only
cover claims for PTSD and not
other psychological injuries.
Often a psychiatrist will assert
that although an injured worker
has symptoms of PTSD, they do
not meet the criteria for such
a formal diagnosis. When this
occurs, injured workers are often
given an alternative diagnosis
such as a Major Depressive
Disorder or Adjustment
Disorder. Any police officer
with that diagnosis would not
receive the benefit of a deemed
acceptance of their claim.
In conclusion…
Ultimately, I believe it will be
some time before the Work
Health Court considers such
arguments and provides
a definitive answer as to
how the new legislation
will be interpreted.

NTPA’s legal
services provider

So, are the changes all
they're cracked up to be?
But does it mean all PTSD

By way of example, the definition
would potentially not allow for
inclusion of PTSD arising as a
result of any of the following,
due to there being arguably
no risk to the police officer, or
time not being of the essence

The amendment also fails to
address the fact that PTSD,
particularly when suffered by
frontline emergency personnel,
is often caused by exposure to
a variety of traumas throughout
a long career. Some of those
traumas might fit into the first
responder criteria and some
might not. It is often very difficult

Whilst at first glance the
amendments are supportive,
they do not go as far as they
should. They take one step in
the right direction, but many
further steps will be needed.

lawyers
The firm offers a full range of legal services.

Discount legal service for

Receive 20 minutes free preliminary advice on all
legal matters.
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RESIGNATIONS & RETIREMENTS
NAME

RANK

DATE

REG NO.

CATEGORY

DELAINE , Julie Denise

Auxiliary

1/5/20

4576

Retirement

BAKER, Joseph John

Auxiliary

11/5/20

4683

Resignation

MAKA, Soakimi Hone

Constable

29/4/20

3533

Resignation

MARTIN, Ross Francis

Sergeant

10/6/20

2014

Dismissed

ROGERS, Wade

Constable

12/6/20

2421

Resignation

CANTWELL, Paul Gerard

Senior Constable

1/7/20

1134

Retirement

WARDEN, Josephine Carol

Sergeant

1/7/20

2024

Retirement

ANTEMES, Jan-Paul

Senior Constable First Class

6/7/20

3414

Resignation

TICKNER, John Thomas

Senior Constable

3/7/20

2796

Resignation

YOUNG, Jennifer Hazel

Senior Constable

30/6/20

2966

Resignation

ROE, Jennifer Winsome

Senior Constable

22/7/20

1390

Retirement

DELAINE, Robert Mills

Sergeant

17/7/20

2997

Retirement

CRIPPS, Jason Robert

Senior Constable

31/7/20

3167

Resignation

DOUGLAS, Declan Philip

Senior Constable

27/7/20

3215

Resignation

TURNER, Mark Paul Michael

Senior Constable

3/8/20

3443

Resignation

PATI, Johnny-Lee Asomaliu Peteru

Constable First Class

1/8/20

30016

Resignation

ADAMS, Travis James

Auxiliary

5/8/20

4809

Dismissed

CHATENAY, Casey Lynne

Auxiliary

26/7/20

4796

Resignation

JOCKERS, Kristian Daniel August

Senior Constable

11/8/20

2874

Resignation

FAUNTLEROY, Kyle John

Constable

11/8/20

30181

Resignation

BELL, Mere Hapi

Recruit Constable

20/8/20

30088

Dismissed

WHITE, Christopher Patrick

Senior Constable

28/8/20

2853

Retirement

ANNAKIN, Patrick Benjamin

Senior Constable

1/9/20

3255

Resignation

KRUISE, Jackson Kenneth

Constable First Class

30/8/20

3530

Resignation

LAMMEY, Jade Edward

Auxiliary

29/8/20

4801

Resignation

LEHRAIN, Maxwell John

Constable First Class

11/9/20

3308

Retirement

HOPWOOD, Ashley Brian

Senior Constable

16/9/20

3302

Resignation

O'TOOLE, Adrian Robert

Senior Constable

4/9/20

3047

Resignation

FOR URGENT
ASSISTANCE FROM
OUR ASSOCIATION
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OFFICE HOURS PHONE
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0497 750 025
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Platinum Exclusive – Discounted Car Loan
Our quick and easy car loan has NO package fee and NO penalties for
extra or early repayments. Apply by 10am, money by 5pm.
Call 8928 9500, visit our Palmerston branch
at Gateway Shopping Centre, or apply online
at policecu.com.au
Police Credit Union Ltd ABN 30 087 651 205 AFSL/Australian Credit Licence 238991. Terms, conditions, fees charges and lending criteria apply. Full details upon request. Rate is current as at 30/07/2020 and subject to change. Minimum
loan amount is $20,000. New lending only. *This rate includes 0.25% discount off the regular rate – No further discounts apply. Comparison rate is based on a secured $30,000 loan over 5 years. WARNING: This comparison rate is true
only for the examples given and may not include all fees and charges. Different terms, fees or other loan amounts might result in a different comparison rate. Conditional approval and funding is valid business hours only Monday to Friday
if applications are submitted prior to 10am with required Identification and Information documents. This offer may be withdrawn or amended at any time. Please consider if the product is right for you.

